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JCLer Publishes Anthropology on SCL
On Wednesday, intrepid
junior reporter Miles Jha
(CA) dressed as a college
student and infiltrated the
Senior Classical League
General Assembly IV.
Young Miles, an avid anthropologist, has decades
of experience studying the
diverse subgroups of their
home state, including Valley Girls, Beach Boys, and
Tech Bros. What follows is
a completely accurate and
true accounting:

arms and the man and how
to program Sched for the
SCL’s official timezone,
Newfoundland.
Next, the SCLawyers
spoke, easily identified
by their Panama hats, yet
the brims cast shadows on
their faces, rendering any
attempt discern an individual moot. They all spoke
at once, each contradicting the others, mixing in
enough Greek words to
stun Socrates. The lights
in my room began to flash
and lightning struck outside. Several members of
the audience gasped and
a reverse centaur neighed
violently from the tile of
an unidentified participant.
They were all quickly muted by tech support.

“When I entered the meeting, everyone was laughing
and talking, just waiting
for it to begin. Not a single
spirit chant. Pajamas and
onesies abounded. I spotted a Pikachu, a dinosaur,
and a couple of cats. Clearly these are important symbols of power and status,
indicative of some kind of A calm fell over the GA as
hierarchy.
they read through the minutes of the previous meetA strange man wore ing and made jokes about
what appeared to be the how much Latin they had
head of a velociraptor. A forgotten. The raptor man
close-cropped beard cov- asked for a motion to adered much of his face and journ. I left quickly, not
wound down beyond the wanting to be caught.”
edge of his screen. He was
clearly the leader, for when Asked if they would like to
he spoke, he immediately attend when old enough,
filled the entire screen.
Miles said, “Yeah, sure, I
guess. It looks like it could
Everyone listened atten- be fun.”
tively to every word of
this wise elder. He sang of

From the NSCL Bunker

Pets of Zoom
Pet #1 His tiny grey ears perk up as a small gasp escapes your mouth. His owner lifts him briefly to readjust, allowing you to see the furry god. You are distracted and don’t hear your sponsor call your name for
roll call, but hey, you got to see a cat.

Pet #2 A bork in the background alerts everyone that
you in fact forgot to mute yourself. Your state chair
glares at you (or as far as you can tell—it’s so hard to
know over Zoom). Instead of apologizing, you turn
your camera to include your dog and smile, knowing
that all your fellow delegates would rather be watching your dog than listening to how you are actually
going to practice spirit.

Pet #3 She loves her human. Out of all of the Zoom
calls that you have seen her human in, she is the peak
example of a lap cat. You can’t help but smile when
she smooshes her face back into her owner. You even
catch Jocelyn “Michael Phelps of the National Latin
Exam” Roberts sneaking a peak. 10/10 would pet if
you could.

Susan Schearer Attends
Convention from the
Comfort of Home
SCHEARERVILLE, VA—Sitting on
her couch with an iced tea in hand,
convention legend Susan Schearer eagerly awaited the start of her 60th convention. The Queen of Convention,
Schearer has spent decades travelling
around the United States, bringing a
sharp wit and good humor with her
wherever she goes.
“Latin is lit,” a confident Schearer exclaimed.“Back in ’72, I was tempted
to get a small tattoo behind my ear
showing my love for the classics, but I
realized it might not go over well with
the school administration. I purchased
a Harley instead. This baby really
helped me tackle the hills of Trinity
University back in 2003.”
At press time, Ms. Schearer could be
seen placing grey NJCL socks on her
feet for a one-person celebration of A
Day in Old Rome.

NJCL Weather Forecast
Convention is over, and the humidity nationwide is high from all the
tears. See you in 2021 in San Diego!

Animal Crossing: New Convention Update
Sad times are here! The final day of convention is finally here, and we
have the final updates:
-Meet at Harv’s Island for the annual convention photo. Please arrive
at Photopia in your Roman regalia.
-Nook’s Cranny will close the Agora at 3:30pm.
-REDD UPDATE: Using a previous personal, the SCL managed to
locate Redd when he offered us a fake Capitoline Wolf statue.

The Cake is a Lie

Susan “Cake Master” Schearersaurus
Rex knows everything is cake.

Salvete omnes, I’m a representative of the ACL, and I want to clear
some things up. Yesterday, the Ear published an article stating that
there is some cake conspiracy within the JCL. This is a lie. Let me respond to the points that Mr. Trace Leches made. In regards to the fact
that the chat was opened during TE!, the chat was opened for the sole
purpose of feeding stage crew’s need for recognition during TE! As
seen in the video, not meeting in Richmond has beat them like 3 large
eggs in a small bowl. In order to rectify this issue, we mixed JCLers
with 3 and ⅔ cups of flour in the chat to send our beleaguered Stage
Crew love. This entire debacle has created a heated (350°F) discussion
amongst the well-rounded 9” pans. We promise to whisk any more
conspiracy theorists along with the flour, eggs, ¾ tablespoons of baking soda, 1 and ½ cups of butter, and 2 cups of sugar. We hope that a tablespoon of pure vanilla extract (the good stuff, not that artificial nonsense) and 1 ½ cups of buttermilk will smooth out the situation after
2-3 minutes of vigorous mixing. Once everything is well mixed, pour
the batter into pans. Be sure to make the layers even; you should have
enough to fill 3 pans. Once the oven has preheated, bake for 23-26 minutes or until baked through. You can test this by inserting a toothpick
into the center of each layer. If it comes out clean, it’s done. Next you’ll
want to take your masterpieces out to cool, but leave them in the pans
for now! Make sure they are completely cool before applying frosting.
Use a rich purple and yellow icing to properly decorate your confection
in the spirit of the JCL. It’s hot out there, so once you’re done, be sure
to refrigerate for 1 hour before cutting to keep from crumbling. Enjoy!

Noise Complaints
Recently, the NJCL has
seen a drastic increase in
concerned phone calls
from the general public
in regards to lone JCLers
screaming in public. NJCL
discovered that they were
recording spirit or creating their Digi-Roll Call
videos. Upon discovering
this, NJCL has announced
a sweeping ban on having neighbors, in order to
protect an unsuspecting
public from JCL shenanigans. If you are caught
having neighbors and need
legal representation, call
SCLawyers.

Competitive Certamen
Finals – Wednesday, 7/29/2020

Spectator Links

YouTube Link

YouTube Link

YouTube Link

Player Links

11:15 a.m. ET
Novice
MA vs. IL vs. NH
Zoom Link
12:15 p.m. ET
Intermediate
TX vs. MA vs. FL
Zoom Link
1:15 p.m. ET
Advanced
MA vs. WI vs. VA
Zoom Link

Jocelyn “Michael Phelps of the National Latin Exam” Robertson
Unbeknownst to the masses, NJCL President Jocelyn Robertson
snuck a hidden clause into one of the recently passed Bylaw amendments. This clause mandates that in all future JCL and SCL communications and events, she will be referred to as Jocelyn “Michael
Phelps of the National Latin Exam” Robertson. This, of course, refers to her impressive 7-time gold medal streak on the NLE. Upon
hearing this, Michael Phelps, zero-time NLE gold medal winner,
challenged her to a 500-meter freestyle swimming competition,
which Jocelyn “Michael Phelps of the National Latin Exam” Robertson happily accepted. The competition is set to take place on July
26th, 2021, on the campus of San Diego State University. Be there
or be square.

JCLove in the Time of Covid
It started out as all beautiful romances do:
a longing stare during the Open Certamen
Orientation. K and J ended up on different
teams. Pride could not allow their JCLove
to advance any further, not even to round 1.
Yet they both also felt that spark. J tried to
dismiss it as the thrill of competition, but
deep down, they knew.
K and J met again in round 2. Neither was
on top of their game. Their eyes kept meeting. K kept hyperbuzzing too slowly. They
blamed it on internet lag, but they knew
that wasn’t true. Neither team performed
well that day. At least it was over, or so they
thought.
But, during the dance, J and K both danced
with Cheez-Its. Both tried to ignore this,
but when they simultaneously sent the
same message in the chat, it felt like their
hands virtually touched. Thus the Fates had
spoken and J decided, against their better
judgement, to submit a personal for K. The
stress of getting it under 250 characters was
too much, so they never submitted it.
The next day, it was K’s turn to try for
JCLove. During the Kahoot! game, K tried
to send a simple “hello” to J. They mis-sent
it to the wrong J and were too devastated to
try again. J and K greatly enjoyed the distraction of That’s Entertainment!
But they both have a choice to make today. Should they try for JCLove again at
the Spirit Showcase before it’s too late? Or
are they consigned to their fate as Zoomcrossed lovers?

OB1 Error

Official SCL Submission

Rating: Sweet and Salty Cheddar & Caramel Bugles
ACROSS:
1: GRΣΣK Toga
4: Locrian or Telamonian
6: Looks both ways before leaving the house. Abrv. 8:
Sodium
10: missing from 7D
13: Gov. Agency also enjoying this year's Convention.
14: Next year at E-Ludi, HAHA abrv.
16: A 3D arrangement worthy of your bathroom
17: The degree of SCLawyers in England
18: End of a mots croisés
Alright, puzzlers, it’s that time! We did our best to maintain the proper
levels of sleep deprivation that have led to the quality content we know
you have come to expect over the last few years. We would also like to
take a moment to distribute the promised 1000 Ear Points to our
remaining crossword submissions. The rest of you can find all of these
crosswords by scanning or clicking on the QR Code! Good Luck!

DOWN:
1:

2: 11D
3: A fast echoic parfocal lens
5: 10A, 11D, 17A Spelled out
6: __________
7: Not Applicable
9: Almost Certainly Latin
10: The reason this is what it is

11:

12: Short'n an Express'n
15: No thanks

To my peach: I just ran the
numbers, turns out it is you
who is the sweetest. Tu me
manques, e ti amo. Here’s
to another year of talking.
From, s.g.

Elizabeth I am immensely proud of
all you’ve accomplished
during your year in office.
Your Torch: U.S. issues are
all professional and full of
great content. And the souTired of the 250-character venir program you made is
limit on personals? Write a wonderful piece of histoyour JCL story in its full ry. See you in SCL!
glory and submit it to the
- Kurt
JCL Book Project! Bit.ly/
JCLbookproject
Mr. Drugan, Mr. Lee, and
Mr. Lorenz, thank you all
GO TEAM EDITOR!!
SO MUCH for all of your
coaching awesomeness!
Danny, thank you for being
<3 TX Certamen Team
the best scorekeeper and
husband imaginable. I can’t hi abby from ohio!
thank you enough for all
-other abby from ohio
your love and support. - JL
Thank you, Team Editor!
Gray, Lorelei, and Wlll,
vos estis optimi! We are Ruhee, Swayam, Vincent,
so proud of all your ac- Scout, Kelson, Penelope:
complishments and contri- I hope you had a fabulous
butions to SAS & TSJCL. convention! Ruhee, thank
We wish you all the best in you for being our leader...
college, but you’d better be you took on a lot! Kelson,
back (or we are coming af- it was simply so exciting to
ter you)! Vos amamus, St. watch you in action! PeAndrew’s JCL
nelope thanks for humoring
me! I hope everyone will
Mr. Lee, Mr. Drugan, Mr. join me in California next
Lorenz, and Mr. Rist, thank year! Magistra/Mom
you so much for dedicating
your summer to helping us. Dear Lia,
We appreciate how much Thank you so much for beyou taught us! - Love, The ing such an amazing person
TSJCL Advanced Cer- and friend throughout my
tamen Team
time in the JCL! Our time
on the dopest Wild Card
Nikhil, thank you so much certamen team literally
for all your mythic knowl- made my entire convention
edge. It helped us a lot! - :)))) I am always so excited
Saif and Bering
to see you at conventions,
and I can’t wait to hopefulthe frogs are awfully loud ly see you again at San Dietonight, wouldn’t you say? go! I hope our Zoom calls
can survive throughout the
Julianna, Mills, Miranda school year haha, as well as
-- I am so impressed by our lit group chats!!!!!
the passion all three of you
Love from Wisco,
have shown, proud of what
Emma Canga
you have accomplished,
and grateful to have shared Dear People X, I made it!
this crazy virtual Conven- Thank you for rants about
tion with you. Enjoy the why Natcon is ~so amazrest of your summer! ~Ma- ing~. Even with Zoom cergister Cowett
tamen/GA’s/tomfoolery,
the JCLove shined through.

Hopefully I’ll not be as years of friendship.
clueless next year, but some
- KDR
meme crash courses would
be great. Sincerely, Me
to all the newer sclers, and
of course all the
:
Dear JCLers, Hi everyone! thanks for making this
I know that we all wish convention one of the
we could be in person and more memorable in recent
communicate ways other memory, for multiple reathan YouTube live chats, sons. here’s to many more!
but try to enjoy this time,
~paul d.
and thank the adults making this possible. I hope ev- Howdy howdy howdy,
eryone reading this has the We’re all so proud of you
best convention and I send You’re gonna rock it
JCLove to you all! (JC) Optime factum my homies.
Love, Lilly From FL
froggie love,
“Shandi, my love, run away
NH, MP, NM
with me (and India Rose)
into the San Diego Sunset. Andrew Savvy: You seem
-Tired of Corn”
JCooL! :)
-Andrew Prime
“Rankees and Yednecks
Unite... separately, over Khandrew: Hi!! I’m with
zoom most likely”
the other Andrews and I
absolutely love your ears :))
To My Jclove
My NJCL *Father*
Flavius Areobindus DagaCongrats on Winning.
laiphus Areobindus, comWho wrote this haiku
monly simply Areobindus
Could it have been Apollo or Ariovindus (Greek:
or someone you know?
ρεόβινδος, fl. c. 460–512)
was an East Roman (ByzAccording to all known antine) general and politilaws of aviation, there is no cian. The scion of a dis-tinway a bee should be able to guished line, he led troops
fly. Its wings are too small in the Anastasian War.
to get its fat little body off
the ground. The bee, of Indiana Certamen Teams,
course, flies anyway be- We are so proud of your
cause bees don’t care what courage as you jumped into
humans think is impossi- a whole new way of comble. Yellow
petition! Your feed-back
will be invaluable as we
Once upon a time there was plan our virtual events. We
a lovely princess. But she enjoyed watching you all
had an enchantment upon and hope you had fun this
her of a fearful sort, which week!
could only be broken by
Indiana Co-Chairs
Love’s first kiss. She was
locked away in a castle Dear Ambulator,
guarded by a terrible fire Thank you for always supbreathing dragon. Many porting me in all that I do.
brave knights had
It’s really special knowing
that Jeremy Walker has
CLJ your back. I look forward to
It’s so good to hang out our next fancy dinner (my
with you again. You’re a turn to buy!). Gratias maxiterrific coach and men- mas tibi ago.
tor. Here’s to the next nine
Your favorite Tucsonan

To Patrick Walsh,
Love you the most.
Sincerely,
Your not-so-secret JCAdmirer
Lan, Linh, Noel, Chan, Ian,
Jack, Arham, and Magister,
Thank you for making my
last year of JCL the best
year! I wouldn’t want to be
trapped in Zoom calls with
anyone else. :)
Semper amabo vos,
Nomenclatrix
Dear Lincoln,
You are the coolest Florida
man I have ever known. It
is *always* time to scrim.
Don’t let this con-vention
get you down, you’ll come
back next time better than
ever.
With love,
Joe, Kay, Eshan, Owen,
Alan, and the rest of the IL
Gang
hi kentucky jcl!! great getting to know you more
during this convention.
-ohio jcl
Aidan,
We are so proud of you and
all you’ve accomplished this
year! We have seen your
hard work on the Veritas et
Scientia and look forward to
whatever comes next. Your
dedication and enthusiasm
will take you far!
IJCL Co-Chairs
To the Texas Novice teams,
You were absolutely amazing during this year’s tournament. I’m so excited to
see you come back even
stronger as Intermediates
(minus Ian) and trust I’ll be
back with you next summer.
:)
Dear Szymanski Sisters,
I’m wearing my purple
Tevas and missing all our
shenanigans. My love to
you all! Happy 11th convention, Kat. #SilverBowl-

2029Team
and I know you will have a
Szymanski The Blondest huge im-pact on the world. I
<3
fully believe in your ability
to achieve all your dreams,
To the Barbz
including being the Pope of
cape tuus medicinam Ro- the Catholic Church.
manus
Lots of Love,
cape breve iter Romanus
The Pope’s Translator
I hope that Latin is right
Ms. Dill, thank you for beOlivia, Gigi, Abby, & Anne, ing such an AMAZING
\We are so impressed by all Latin teacher and Mentor!
of your hard work: leading I really loved being in your
fellowships, elections, roll class this year. Even beyond
call, t-shirt, and spirit. And that, thank you so much for
doing it flawlessly! It is go- being an amazing teacher
ing to be a fantastic year! to me in 5th grade. It’s the
Enjoy the rest of your con- reason that I’m still in Latin
vention!
-Bering
-IJCL Co-Chairs
Mrs. Osier,
Dear Ayush and Daniel,
Thank you for everything :)
Way to represent the Love,
Maiores! I’m so glad you
Your Seniors
made it to your home-state
convention.
L, I can’t thank you enough
e corde, for being such an amazing
Ms. P friend and teammate. Thank
you for dealing with me in
GPF MS, for all the ludi, for the
Am I on speakerphone?
random deep talks, and for
- KDR not letting me murder Mark
that one time. I can never
Andrews, we must remain thank you enough. <3 beras one, never forget your ber
duty to every Andrew, fight
for equality and love among Thank you to everyone who
others. Gratias et amorem worked to bring us virtual
vobis ago - Andrew Prime
Nationals. You made 2020
a little happier for us. Miss
Will, thank you so much for you all and please stay safe.
these past two years. Thank
Love, Neha (and Ian)
you for all the certamen,
and the Latin, but I want Emma, thank you so much
to thank you most for the for being an amazing friend
car rides home, the country and for helping me survive
music, and for being one of math class. I’m so pumped
my best friends and some- for next year, we’re going
one who I really look up to. to have SO MUCH FUN.
-berber
-berber

great to go to convention
with you. Some of us had
to prove that Whitney and
Northside are not the only
schools in Illinois. -Tiegan
Dear Indiana,
We’re all just corn. Keep
on rocking. Maybe if we
ask Mr. Walker to host the
Zoom call, Tony will give
us his story... Go Hoosiers!
JCLove you all!
A Cob of Corn Living In
the Desert
To our beloved OHSJCLers,
We had hoped our last
hurrah would be on Richmond’s campus with all the
hugs, tears, and laughs, but
alas. Know that the JCL is
always here for you—(yes,
join SCL!). Also, know we
love you, now and always.
Ab imis pectoribus,
The Js
Suze,
Missed seeing you in person this year! Can’t wait to
catch up!
-Drew
Dear Bemma,
Y’all are so cute together!
We can’t believe you’ve
come so far from the
yikesie pikesies of the past.
From hyperbuzzing to arguing about who has the more
“mature” palette, we have
been so happy to watch
y’all grow into…
Love,
Worelei

to lily who else will i keep up all
night? thank you for being
my latin buddy. i’ll miss
Fefe, Maxine and Savvy,
you so much. you’re going
I just want to thank you to do amazing things and i
three for being the best JCL can’t wait to go to the drivefriends someone could ask in again hehe. i’m a spider,
for, whether it be late night beh!
calls or just listening to me love,
ramble, thank you. You olivia
three deserve the world.
-A Friend

Srija Dey,
Thanks for going on this
crazy virtual journey with
me, and going along with
my wildest plans. You’re
the coolest, smartest, most
hard-working person I
know and I couldn’t think
of anyone bet-ter to share
my passion for the JCL.
You impress me so much Riona and Anita, it was

to the IJCL boardour board of five is better than any eight person
board They’re all about
duty.

Dear J Cuevo,
I know you love the ear,
so I figured you might see
this. Just wanted to say I
appreciate you and I’m
going to miss you :)
-EC

Congratulations on 11
spectacular years on the
committee, Mr. Webb!
Thanks for making each
of my 9 conventions so
memorable. Can’t wait to
hug you in person!
-Drew

So you like Cheez-Its too? “To all the late nights
- J zooms with some awesome people— you all
Baddie Mriner were the highlights of this
You soared above and be- convention for me. You
yond to put together an guys are pretty cool and
amazing performance this great people!”
week with such little no- Son of Apollo
tice.

IJCL, I remain ever proud
of the Hoosier delegation.
Thank you for welcoming
me back year after year.
~Caitlin

Ann!
It is an honor to see you
kick butt as an SCLer in
literally everything you
do!
Love you!

“Kyle! Another one in the
books! Congratulations
for an amazing convention, even with all of the
“Lia, we may not have virtual challenges!”
seen each other this con--Joey
vention, but I promise we
will next year!”
An extra-special shoutout
-Andrew to all the andrews, both in
name and spirit. You’ve
made this convention real-

Kris It has been an absolute delight working with you this
week, and I’m very glad
to have gotten to know
you better. Your Ears are
hilarious, beautiful, and
efficient. Your energy and
enthusiasm are awesome.
No one shall stop you.
- Kurt

Um... hi!

-K

Even with the very unique
circumstances, you made
it work! It was an absolute
pleasure working with you
- T.H.

ly special, and I think the
only downside of San Diego will be that we can’t
all use *that* zoom background.
With JCLove,
Kevin from VA

A special thanks to all the SCLers who contributed to the Ear!
Liz “Someone??” Noone

Drew “Hyperlink” Alvarez

Kevin “Screenshot King” Rutherford

Emma “I’m Legit Broke” Poor

Maddie [message deleted] Briner

Kurt “Gamer Tech” Ristroph

Ann “Banana” Nguyen

Sofia “KAZOO KID” Abolfathi

Christopher “Christopher Warrington” Warrington

Anonymous “not Todd” Dumbo Octopus

Anonymous “Todd” Dolphin

Kristina “Rezoomer” Mihajlovic

Skyler “Cloud Watcher” McLeod

Clare “Kris” Plunkett

Sid “Ruatnec” Davis

Ed “Short” Long

Jon “Surf’s Up” Gumz

Tyler “#Boatguy” Heist

Kristian “Cosplays a mean Percy” Jackson

Caitlin “The Fixer” Johnston

Neha “And Ian” Anderson

Vincent “Joe Cicero” Bianca

Martina “Mountain Time” Bright

Rachael “Excellent Hair” Cox

Joey “(P)o(u)(n)d Cake” Chatelain

Steve “graphics go brrrrr” Gentle

Erin “at my parents’ house” Bonn

(and Ian) Anderson

-KMP

